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Today we remember the best known rapper and lyricist Gomora Flabbu and the impeccable remix of his 2006 single
Is'bhamo. A man who opened his vision of the world to the world, both in song and in life. To appreciate the interview, you

need to remember how he became a rapper, how he grew up and became "his own". - Flubba, tell us about your debut.
Before that, you had no experience in rap. How did it happen? And what inspired you to get involved in hip-hop? - At that

time I had already written some things and implemented them. Some of them were liked very much, some were well
received by the public. Ice Food Records agreed to sign me, but later canceled it. I didn't have money to record an album.

As a result, I didn't record a single song. Then my mother gave me a guitar that I couldn't tune and a few songs that I
managed to play. This inspired me. And I started writing. Everything I wrote at that time became an anthem and a manifesto

for my hip hop generation. I wrote a few songs myself that summer. - Have you tried to get into the format? Yes. I Lived,
about the heroine of which Rolling Stone wrote, became part of the "season-2" of hip-hip music. ILD was at the top of the

charts and was very popular. The rockers wanted to see this thing on the wave. But they didn't like ILL, and they didn't want
to pay money for it. I wrote another song that was the bomb in "season 3" but I couldn't release it.The rocker said that I

would not return to the hip file again. And I wanted to do hip-nat. When I returned to prison, I thought about this
experience and realized that my peers needed me. I knew they needed someone like me. And at the suggestion of The

Beatstars, I created a song that I later called "Social Project". It was not signed, but many learned about it from me. Before
ILT I was into music and art, but for a long time I wanted to try my hand at something else. In June 2005, I joined rapper

Ice-Food. We wanted to perform in one place, on the site. We have not performed together for a long time, but we decided
to do it in the city
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